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Abstract: In Today Era the world population is eight billion plus. More than 55% are women who are 

facinginjuctice situation from born to death. Whereas In many advanced  countries woman‟s health, education, 

sports and financial  power have depicted  that women are still minor to men. Women live in rural areas, are 

answerable  for most of the domestic work without financial effect analysis. As Time goes on there are quickly 

changes in  technology which resultsinto  globally change with differential effects on gender. This paper focuses 

on increasing gender issues in the society. Women Empowerment is center of attention  on empowering each 

and every woman in the country. So that it make them independent in all fields  in the society and to be aware 

on the rights. It also emphasis to make them provide  physical security. Also this paper describing the schemes 

available for Women Empowerment in ourcountry. 
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I. Introduction 
Life is so precious for everyone whether it is Men or a Woman. But sometimes the people thought that 

there is only a person, who decided it what is better for Women. They thought that no rules for men but the men 

to make rules forwomen. whatis the reason behind it? Social differences of men and women! They thought that 

men is more powerful and sharp than women. They thought women confined to private domain of the family are 

public domain is dominated by men. But, no this is not really true, Because at the present time the women are 

more sharp as compare to men.Take the case of dignity of women the long struggles by women all over the 

world created sensitivity towards gender discrimination. In every sector women beat the man‟s target even rise 

at the top level with their hard work. With their hardwork and determination they achieve higher levels such as 

Doctor, Engineer, Architecture, Social worker, Entrepreneur, Politician, Reporter etc. But in some states or 

some cities the chance of injustice against women is too fast. Violence against women in many forms, physical, 

sexual, psychological and economic. These include violence carried out by individuals and states. Some of the 

forms of violence created by single are rape, domestic violence, sexual harassment, intimidating use of 

contraceptives, female infanticide, prenatal sex selection, obstetric violence and mob violence. These victims 

were killed, beaten and even killed after being raped. Many women reach the point where they conclude to 

commit suicide because of extreme domestic violence.  

Inequalities between men and women and intolerance against women have also been age-old affaires 

all over the world. Thus, women‟s quest for parity with man is a universal sensation. What exists for men is 

importune by women? They have demanded parity with men in material of education, employment, convention, 

marriage, politics as well as latterly in the field of religion also to deliver as cleric. The position and stature of 

women all over the world has arise especially in the 20th century. We find that it dated very little in 18th and 

19th decades in India and elsewhere when they were conduct like „objects‟ that can be acquired and sold. For a 

year women in India advised within the four walls of their household. Their addiction on men folk was total. A 

long work going back over a century has import women the premises rights, voting rights, an identity in civil 

rights before the law in issues of marriage and employment. In dependence to the above rights, in India, the 

customs of purdha (veil system), female infinitudes, child marriage, sati system, dowry system and the state of 

stable widowhood were either totally erased or testing to an significant extent after independence through 

senatorial measures. Two Acts have also been parliamentary to deliver women in India. These are: conservation 

of Women from private attack Act, 2005 and the Compulsory Registration of Marriage Act, 2006. The  private 

attack Act recognizes that crime be harassment as well as mental. Anything that makes a woman feel lesser and 

takes away her self-respect is crime. Compulsory Registration of Marriage Act can be beneficial in preventing 

the crime of insti_tution of marriage and burden social authority specially in relation to women. It would help 

the countless women in the country who get discarded by their husbands and have no trick of proving their 

married status. It would also beneficial to identify child marriages, polyandry and polygamy, prepare women to 

seek care and custody of their children and widows can claim legacy rights. The Act is relevant on all women 

regardless of caste, creed or religion. It would truly empower Indian women to flourish their rights. Women 
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should now there elementary and social rights which they get from their birth. There should be justice, respect 

and value towards  

Women have sum independences of their personal choice in decisions and lifestyle in the home and 

also outside from house like at their work. They should make their agreement, by their own choice. They should 

have a high social value in society. They have feminism in society and other social works. They should not be 

disfavor while giving any type of education. They should select their own budgetary and monetary choices by 

their own.  

There should not be any intolerance between woman and man while giving appointment as well as 

employment. They should have safe and guarded Working location with proper confidentiality. There is no 

revoke the fact that women in India have made a huge progress in around seven decades of Independence, but 

they static have to struggle against many handicaps and social affliction in the male-command society.  

Many destructive and masculine forces still overrule in the modern Indian society that refuse the 

forward march of its women folk. It is cynic that a country, which has latterly extolled the status of the first 

Asian country to accomplish its Mars aim in the introductory attempt, is stand at the 29th revolting among 146 

countries crossed the map on the footing of Gender Injustice Indicant.  

There dated amelioration in the post of women, but their true empowerment is closed awaited. Swami 

Vivekananda, one of the greatest sons of India, instanced that, “ There is no incidental for the interest of the 

earth unless the situation of women is enhanced, It is not possible for a bird to fly on only one wing.  

” Therefore, the involvement of “Women Empowerment‟ as one of the prime objectives in the eight Millennium 

Development Objectives underscores the purpose  of this fact. Thus, in order to attain the status of a refined 

country, India commitment to reconstruct its colossal women effort into an impressive human resource and this 

is available only over the empowerment of women.  

Empowering women to engage whole in economic life across all category is essential to building stronger 

economies, accomplish universal allow objectives for advancement and sustainability, as well as develop the 

property of life for women, men, blood, as well as commonality. 

 

II. Literature Review 
Sharifa Rania Mahmud et. al , In this paper we conclude that the Technology will help in every Sector 

for the urban gentlewomen and the pastoral gentlewomen in everyday life in full on the earth.  With the 

improvement of technology, women prefer to use mobile appliance for the purpose of their security. That‟s why 

many mobile applications have been introduced. It also includes urgent call system, which will be active by the 

victim women when they are in danger. If a women going to faces any bad situation our ECS system will help 

her to inform her close one and the police with her location tracing.  The application also contains different 

health tips for women. There may be some times, when a woman feels insecure to go somewhere. She may feel 

some threats. Therefore, near future we want to introduce continuous location tracking feature in our application 

so that users can provide her current location of each and every moment to someone whose information already 

stored in the application by the user.  It will help women in every aspect of her daily life very much and the 

application that is actuality execute has an important place to support a women. The user of our application 

Women Empowerment is specially women. Different existing applications are specific only for emergency call 

when they may be at risk, some applications contains complete resources for casualty of private violence, and  a 

way to get help when you need it.  But our application will provide instruction about private attack prevention 

laws, health tips for women and urgent call for women seeking help from street violence in a single system. 

A. Priyadharshini et. al , In every village an eminent Women empowerment cell (WEC) need to be 

deployed. That cell needs to guard of all the women in that particular village. The cell needs to conduct 

awareness program in all aspects.  All the gentlewomen in the village need to be counseled to find the problems 

they are facing in their life. Situated on the problems, the WEC needs to give the solution. Women suicide ratio 

can be decreased by contribute counseling to those who are mentally weak by a psychologist. Along with the 

details of autonomous Help club we have also collected the questionnaire that has been used to connection the 

autonomous Help clubs.  Nearly, sixteen thousand Self Help Group are running under Women Empowerment 

Cell of a single district. For customer tour to a village named Kootathupatty that has been posted in the same 

Salem district and surveyed the autonomous Help clubs in that village. As, we know some representative of 

those clubs it is easy for us to complete the questionnaire.  There are five groups running successfully in that 

village, at the time of our visit it is able to visit only three groups namely Lotus, Lily Women and Rose Women. 

From the three clubs we completed our questionnaire and the assessment report. To motivate the best autonomic 

Help club government of Tamil Nadu has announced Manimegalai Award at state level, state matched as well as 

block level from the year 2006-07. In this award state matched tops SHG dated awarded with three lakh cash 

award, district matched tops SHG dated awarded with twenty five thousand cash award and block matched tops 

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/search/searchresult.jsp?searchWithin=%22Authors%22:.QT.Sharifa%20Rania%20Mahmud.QT.&newsearch=true
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/search/searchresult.jsp?searchWithin=%22Authors%22:.QT.A.%20Priyadharshini.QT.&newsearch=true
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SHG has been awarded with certificate. Women Empowerment focuses on empowering each and every woman 

in the country to create them separately in every conditions in the society, expected attentive on the rights and to 

create them equip about physical security.  

This paper focuses on describing the issues that women are facing in their daily life, schemes available 

for Women Empowerment in India and autonomic Help Club which is successfully running in the state of Tamil 

Nadu, suggestions on autonomic Help club for future enhancement and a anamnesis of Women Empowerment 

Cell. 

R. Amudha et. al , Women empower is to aware the term of insurance. Insurance is too important for 

every person. Microfinance, as well as microcredit, is a commercial duty so that tenders credit, retaining as well 

as provision to speculators and also minni work partners, who don't get approach to conventional authority of 

central, like as store either bankers. The objective of micro financing is to sustain respective including salary 

devote in themselves either their trade. Insurance products so that rendition analysis to small salary households. 

A micro insurance idea to give security to respective who have small retaining sewn and is sewn specially for 

minor valued assets and advantage for sickness, distress or expire. The micro insurance institutions may 

encourage the people from the age group of 20-30 years to join in the micro insurance program. Micro insurance 

which is unpopular among uneducated people can be more publicized through NGOs, SHG, LIC agents, 

Government which results impact a whole lot of change in the micro-insurance category or in a women 

empowerment. 

 Zebunnessa Laizuet. al , In previously papery I conclude that the pastoral women in Bangladesh have 

finite connection to belonging as well as popular spheres due to socio-cultural restrictions. This paper discussed 

the matter of gentlewomen agreement using ICT tools, and a model was developed to measure cognitive 

changes in women‟s intellectual space leading to empowerment. Althogh the results differed between the two 

villages, it can be consummate that if women‟s engagement in ICT is active and in-depth in terms of learning 

including learning, again  women could become more privilege. Further, underdevelopment perhaps reduced 

usal pastoral society in Dhaka beyond gentlewomen achieve proficiency as well as literacy. The objective in this 

regard the cardboard can do classify component effectuate women‟s empowerment, asset the energy of ICT for 

women‟s empowerment, equipment a exemplary for mapping empowerment, as well as classify either  co-active 

addition whereas interference action. 
 

Susana Munoz-Hernandez et. al , In   previous papery I conclude that it describes a prosperous PhD 

program that has found some good ways to solve this muddle. The program is located in Sudan. It is usal the 

field of information technology but could be replica in other studies at any other place with same issues. In 

Sudanese universities, women outnumber men. In implementing, information and strength technology specially, 

the sum of gentlewomen over count gentlemen in all of the university divisons of training secretary as well as 

instructions (property instructor degrees). In this program ICT outdated hired for the agreement of gentlewomen 

usal academia. These way female lecturers do not have to spend years in the smaller university division 

unjustifiably. ICT outdated used to benefit from the worldwide human and technological resources as well as 

valuable experiences. Excellency scholarships can be granted to women from the region to join the program. 

 

III. Recommendation & Conclusion 
In all rural area an eminent Women empowerment cell (WEC) need to be located. That cell needs to 

guard of gross the women in particular village and infected area. We conclude that the Technology can help in 

every Sector for the urban women and pastoral women in everyday life in all over the earth. With the 

development of technology, women prefer to use stimulating functions for the purpose of their security. In this 

paper we conclude that the pastoral women in Bangladesh have finite connection to belongings and popular 

spheres due to socio-cultural restrictions. In addition, we want to say that it describes a prosperous PhD program 

that has found some good ways to solve this muddle.  
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